Spectrally edited 2D 13C-13C NMR spectra without diagonal ridge for characterizing 13C-enriched low-temperature carbon materials.
Two robust combinations of spectral editing techniques with 2D (13)C-(13)C NMR have been developed for characterizing the aromatic components of (13)C-enriched low-temperature carbon materials. One method (exchange with protonated and nonprotonated spectral editing, EXPANSE) selects cross peaks of protonated and nearby nonprotonated carbons, while the other technique, dipolar-dephased double-quantum/single-quantum (DQ/SQ) NMR, selects signals of bonded nonprotonated carbons. Both spectra are free of a diagonal ridge, which has many advantages: Cross peaks on the diagonal or of small intensity can be detected, and residual spinning sidebands or truncation artifacts associated with the diagonal ridge are avoided. In the DQ/SQ experiment, dipolar dephasing of the double-quantum coherence removes protonated-carbon signals; this approach also eliminates the need for high-power proton decoupling. The initial magnetization is generated with minimal fluctuation by combining direct polarization, cross polarization, and equilibration by (13)C spin diffusion. The dipolar dephased DQ/SQ spectrum shows signals from all linkages between aromatic rings, including a distinctive peak from polycondensed aromatics. In EXPANSE NMR, signals of protonated carbons are selected in the first spectral dimension by short cross polarization combined with dipolar dephasing difference. This removes ambiguities of peak assignment to overlapping signals of nonprotonated and protonated aromatic carbons, e.g. near 125 ppm. Spin diffusion is enhanced by dipolar-assisted rotational resonance. Before detection, C-H dipolar dephasing by gated decoupling is applied, which selects signals of nonprotonated carbons. Thus, only cross peaks due to magnetization originating from protonated C and ending on nearby nonprotonated C are retained. Combined with the chemical shifts deduced from the cross-peak position, this double spectral editing defines the bonding environment of aromatic, COO, and C=O carbons, which is particularly useful for identifying furan and arene rings. The C=O carbons, whose chemical shifts vary strongly (between 212 and 165 ppm) and systematically depend on their two bonding partners, show particularly informative cross peaks, given that one bonding partner is defined by the other frequency coordinate of the cross peak. The new techniques and the information content of the resulting spectra are validated on sulfuric-acid treated low-temperature carbon materials and on products of the Maillard reaction. The crucial need for spectral editing for correct peak assignment is demonstrated in an example.